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From:	Ed Myslik, Principal Examiner

Re:	Retail Creditor Information Package

	Enclosed please find the following information, which is designed to allow retail creditors to comply with various requirements of Maine and federal consumer credit laws:

1.	Maine Consumer Credit Code Annual Notification Form (MCCC-1).  This registration form is filed annually by each of the more than 2,000 creditors and lenders that offer consumer credit sales or loans in Maine.  Any company that regularly assesses consumers a finance charge or offers consumers the option of paying a debt in more than four installments, qualifies as a creditor.  An annual notification fee must accompany each form, as well as a volume fee based on the previous year’s business.  If your company just began offering credit for the first time this year, you should file the form and pay the $20 registration fee; however, no volume fees are due.  As a registered creditor, you will automatically be added to the mailing list for information relating to regulatory and legislative activity.

2.	Sample Statement of Credit Denial, Termination or Change.  Whenever credit is denied, federal Regulation B — the Equal Credit Opportunity Act — requires that the consumer be given a written notice explaining the reasons for that denial.  If the denial was based wholly or partly on a credit report, Maine and federal law also require disclosure of the identity of any credit reporting agency you used.  The enclosed form is designed to assist you in complying with that rule.

Copy of 9-A M.R.S.A. §5-116 - “Illegal, fraudulent or unconscionable conduct in attempted collection of debts.”  The Maine Consumer Credit Code contains a list of prohibited practices to guide creditors collecting their own debts.  Enclosed is the list of those prohibited practices.

4.	Sample Retail Installment Contract and Disclosure Statement (Pre-Computed Interest).  Creditors can compute interest in two ways: precomputed (“precomp”) interest or “simple” interest.  There is no difference in the total amount you receive for interest using either precomp or simple interest if all payments are made as agreed.  The difference between precomp and simple interest is how late payments and early payments are handled.  In a precomputed contract, interest is already included in the total amount the consumer will pay you, so the total of payments is divided by the term of a contract, and the resulting monthly payment includes both  interest  and principal  components.  
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If a consumer prepays the loan you must provide a rebate of the unearned interest using the “actuarial” method.  (See explanation of simple interest below.)

5.	Sample Retail Installment Contract and Disclosure Statement (Simple Interest).  In a simple interest contract, interest is calculated each month on the outstanding balance.  This means the consumer agrees to pay you the principal amount remaining, plus interest for each day the loan is unpaid. Since interest is not paid in advance, no rebates of prepaid interest is due if the loan prepays in full.

6.	Sample Notice of Default and Right to Cure (Monthly Payments).  If a consumer stops making payments and goes into default, before a creditor can declare the entire balance due, and before the creditor takes any additional action (such as repossessing a vehicle), Maine law requires that the consumer be sent a “Notice of Right to Cure.”  We have enclosed an example of that notice, designed for a contract calling for monthly installments.  You may send this by regular mail or certified mail.  If you choose regular mail, to prove that this notice was sent you should ask the Post Office for a “Certificate of Mailing,” which creates a record in your files indicating that the letter was placed in the U.S. Mails.  If you use regular mail and a certificate of mailing, allow a total of 17 days (14 for notice, plus 3 for mailing).  For certified mail, allow even more time, since the consumer may not pick up the mail right away.

7.	Sample Notice of Default and Right to Cure (Weekly Payments).  Similar to the notice designed for a monthly prepayment contract described in paragraph 6 above, this notice is designed specifically for creditors (such as some buy-here, pay-here automobile sellers) who require weekly installments.  If a consumer stops making payments and goes into default, before a creditor can declare the entire balance due, and before the creditor takes any additional action (such as repossessing a vehicle), Maine law requires that the consumer be sent a “Notice of Right to Cure.”  You may send this by regular mail or certified mail.  If you choose regular mail, to prove that this notice was sent you should ask the Post Office for a “Certificate of Mailing,” which creates a record in your files indicating that the letter was placed in the U.S. Mails.  If you use regular mail and a certificate of mailing, allow 17 days (14 for notice, plus 3 for mailing).  For certified mail, allow even more time, since the consumer may not pick up the mail right away.

	Also enclosed is information relating to maximum legal interest rates for credit sales of automobiles; an optional credit card authorization form for payment of any fees owed to the Bureau; and materials relating to privacy laws and the right of consumers to “opt out” from having creditors share their personal information with others.

	Please feel free to contact our office by phone or e-mail and we will respond as quickly as possible.  
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